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FOREWORD

This report, on the Living Heritage Programme in Bulgaria, is the second national
review to be undertaken on behalf of the King Baudouin Foundation, the initiator and
sponsor of the programme in South East Europe. A report on Macedonia was completed in 2003, and reviews of work in Romania and Bosnia will follow in 2005. The
report is based on documentary material associated with the development and operation of the Living Heritage programme in Bulgaria, meetings with many of those involved over a period of three years, and field visits undertaken in June 2004. It describes the impact of the programme in Bulgaria to date. In doing so, it cannot include
the experience of the third phase of projects still in progress. However, it was essential
to review experience in sufficient time to consider the various options that may exist
for the future of the programme and its ideas, following the completion of its KBF
mandate in 2005. The report comprises four sections.
• The institutional framework for development of Living Heritage in Bulgaria;
• Brief accounts of each project, the progress made and the main outcomes to date;
• The human, social, economic and cultural impact of projects on the communities
involved, and problems and negative outcomes identified;
• The key factors in producing the outcomes described, and the lessons to be drawn.
Since I have been involved in the programme from its inception, and throughout its
implementation as a trainer and advisor, my view of its development is necessarily
subjective. Nonetheless, I have drawn on my wide experience of cultural and social
research to approach the evaluation as objectively as possible. I consider the account
given here to be a fair assessment of the programme and, if at all, to err on the side of
caution in estimating its impact on the organisations and communities involved.
In Bulgaria, as in the other countries involved in the Living Heritage programme, it
has been a fascinating, and often moving, experience to visit the people who have undertaken projects. I am constantly surprised and impressed by what people have done
with long-distance support and relatively small resources, and by the results that they
have achieved. Above all, I am deeply impressed by the courage, vision and commitment of people who believe in their communities and are prepared to work tirelessly
and take risks to strengthen them and build a better future for everyone who lives
there. Such engagement is the foundation of stable and prosperous civil society. It
cannot be taken for granted, and deserves to be matched by a similar commitment
from local and national government and from independent foundations.
François Matarasso
March 2005
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LIVING HERITAGE IN BULGARIA

2.1

BACKGROUND

2.1.1

The origins of the Living Heritage programme

4

The Living Heritage programme is an initiative of the King Baudouin Foundation
(KBF).1 It was developed, between 1998 and 2000, through research into heritage and
community development practice in several West European countries, including Belgium, Sweden, Finland and the United Kingdom, and therefore draws on a large body
of experience. Following its launch in Macedonia in March 2001, the programme was
developed in Bulgaria later the same year. It has since also become operational in Romania and Bosnia Herzegovina.
Living Heritage aims to support community development by building human and social capital.2 It does this by helping people develop projects that use local heritage and
cultural resources to address identified community needs or aspirations. That help is
financial, but also includes training, consultancy, advice and access to networking. It is
based on a clear but flexible methodology encapsulated in ten operational principles.
The programme focuses on heritage because people care about it, and because, in
situations that are often thought of only in terms of their problems, local culture can
be a very positive place to work. Above all, however, the Living Heritage programme
is about investing in people – their capacities and their confidence – so that communities are better able to manage their own futures.

2.1.2

The institutional framework of Living Heritage in Bulgaria
Based in Brussels, the King Baudouin Foundation operates its grants programmes in
South East Europe with local partners. In Bulgaria, the Living Heritage programme is
a partnership with the Open Society Institute Sofia (OSF)3, part of the Soros Foundation’s network in Central and Eastern Europe, and the Workshop for Civic Initiatives
Foundation (WCIF).4 The Open Society Institute contributes financially, alongside the
King Baudouin Foundation. The Workshop for Civic Initiatives Foundation manages
the grants and training programme, working with local project teams and providing
regular support and guidance. Major decisions about programme development are
made jointly between the partners.
Living Heritage in Bulgaria is managed within KBF by a senior programme officer,
Fabrice de Kerchove, and within WCIF by the Grants Manager, Yuriy Vulkovsky.5An
Advisory Group, with members drawn from the academic, NGO and media sectors,
makes recommendations on project applications and wider strategy to the partners. 6
An affiliated group of Bulgarian community facilitators, whose training was assured
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through the Living Heritage programme during 2002, provide practical support to
individual projects. The programme is also supported by the KBF regional team: Vera
Dakova, a Bulgarian expert in community development, and François Matarasso, a
British specialist in community cultural development.

2.2

THE PROGRAMME METHODOLOGY

2.2.1

The project selection process
During the planning of the Living Heritage programme, KBF decided against an open
application process. This decision has affected every aspect of its subsequent development, and merits some explanation. The programme’s purpose was to support
grass-roots community development and, wherever possible, to involve people with
no previous experience of undertaking projects. Launching a call for proposals would
inevitably favour established organisations with experience of conceiving projects and
writing applications. Whilst the programme welcomed such partners, it was felt that
communities themselves should be more closely implicated. KBF and its partners
therefore adopted an approach based on desk research and field visits to discuss the
programme with people in communities. Although more demanding of management,
this has proved a highly effective approach, because:
• It has been able to identify good potential projects, often from communities outside the usual range of donor interest;
• It has reached beyond the established NGO sector to involve people who would
not spontaneously have responded to an open call for proposals;
• It has helped projects develop their thinking in advance of the formal application
process, giving them the best chance of success in that, and in project delivery;
• It has been less wasteful of people’s time, efforts and enthusiasm, since 29 projects
were approved from a total of 38 invited to make full applications, a success rate
of 73% (in an open process the success rate may be as low as 5%).
While there are evident drawbacks to the approach, not least in terms of openness, as
far as Living Heritage in Bulgaria is concerned, they appear to be outweighed by the
advantages.

2.2.2

Project development and support
This investigative approach has depended on a high level of investment in people
through project development workshops and the support of the community facilitators and WCIF staff. As a result, project teams have been introduced to the Living
Heritage concept, values and processes, and to wider understanding of community
development practice and project planning. This training, tailored flexibly to meet the
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needs of the individuals concerned, laid the foundations of successful project implementation.
In addition to investment in training, which is common to the LH programme in all
four countries, WCIF, with KBF support, developed a major training programme for
community facilitators. This was conceived and delivered by Creda, a group of Sofia
consultants and specialists in community development, and gave 20 young professionals a broad range of theoretical and practical experience, including fieldwork. The
twelve-month course was accredited by WCIF, with three other organizations working
in the field of community development, the Center for Independent Living, the
Women’s Alliance for Development, CEGA (Creating Effective Grassroots Alternatives).7 Sixteen of the participants graduated and nine have since formed the Marguerite community development network, which is helping to sustain the continuing influence of these ideas in Bulgaria.8

2.3

THE PHASES OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
The Living Heritage programme was introduced to Bulgaria in May 2001, only three
months after its launch in Skopje. Consequently, as in Macedonia, it was planned with
a pilot phase of projects in Ivanovo, Trigrad, Dorkovo and Gotse Delchev. These first
communities were identified through field research by local consultants, and an introductory workshop was held in Kovachevitsa. Already, thanks to the Macedonian experience, the wisdom of avoiding building reconstruction was becoming clear, and the
projects identified more human aspects of heritage – traditional music and dance, oral
history and, at Trigrad, the natural environment.
The move away from built heritage to focus on intangible resources like music and
dance was crucial. It required a shift in the expectations of both donors and grantees,
who tended initially to see heritage in terms of the historic environment, partly, perhaps, because this is the focus of other foundations working in heritage in South East
Europe. But the commitment to Living Heritage has enabled the programme to work
more effectively, develop projects more quickly, and work with more varied communities. Above all, because it has enabled genuine local participation – rather than placing projects into the hands of technicians like architects and builders – it has produced
richer and deeper outcomes for the communities concerned.
There have been three subsequent phases of work, after this initial work, including
projects in rural communities in Northern Central Bulgaria and the urban KvARTal
projects in Sofia. The next section of the report gives a brief account of each of these,
describing the individual projects in some detail.
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THE BULGARIAN LIVING HERITAGE PROJECTS

3.1

PILOT PHASE PROJECTS: 2002-2003

3.1.1

Gotse Delchev Region: River Mesta Valley Cultural Traditions

7

Background
Gotse Delchev is in the south west of Bulgaria,
not far from the Greek border, in an agricultural area concerned with market gardening and
tobacco production. The Living Heritage project was particularly ambitious in working with
four villages: Pletena, Koprivlen, Dubnitsa and
The Gotse Delchev team
Gurmen whose chitalishte provided the central
coordination of the project. The villages have residents from various backgrounds,
including Bulgarian Christians, Bulgarian Muslims, Turkish people and Roma, and
have had limited contact with one another. They have distinct cultural traditions, in
music, song, dance, costume, stories and rituals, but there was a shared sense that, in
the changing situation of Bulgaria, these were slipping away. The project aimed to revive interest in these traditions, strengthening local groups where they existed, and
developing new ones where they did not. The work in each village would be coordinated by the chitalishte, whose capacities it was hoped would thereby be developed.
The project’s progress
The project teams began a process of involving people in discussion about local traditions, including extensive recording and transcribing of the memories of the older
generation, and developing interest in the work among younger people. Each village
identified an area of particular need or specialism: among other activities, Dubnitsa
revived production of traditional drums, Gurmen started a theatre group to present
the story of ‘Saint Nedelya’, Koprivlen worked on the creation of distinctive costumes
through traditional methods, and Pletena worked on its local songs. The projects were
successful in involving people from different traditions and in developing work together. A CD of songs and music was recorded and launched at a joint presentation
held in the Gurmen chitalishte theatre.
Principal outcomes to date
• The formation of traditional music and dance groups in each village, with successful performances locally, in the town of Gotse Delchev and further afield;
• The creation of archives in each chitalishte to make accessible the voices and memories of the oldest residents to succeeding generations;
• The production of a CD of representing the different cultures of the Mesta Valley.
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Dorkovo: International Folklore Festival
Background
Dorkovo is a large village in central Bulgaria. It is an agricultural community facing the
common problems of rural areas, especially migration as people search for work in
cities or abroad. In 1996, thanks to the vision and commitment of a local person who
had lived away from the village for 25 years, a Festival of Authentic Folklore was established to celebrate the different ethnic traditions represented in Dorkovo. Groups
from other parts of the country were invited, and, from 1999, some foreign performers took part. The project aimed to build on this achievement by strengthening the
team’s capacity and resources, extending the festival activities through education work
and developing activities for children and young people.
The project’s progress
The project was undertaken throughout 2002
and 2003, and has been successfully completed.
The festival team and others benefited from
training in computing, marketing and various
aspects of promotion. A range of new sound
and computer equipment has been bought, as
well as new musical instruments and costumes.
Dorkovo Festival 2001
A children’s performance group with 30 members has been established. The 2003 Dorkovo festival was significantly strengthened
as a result of these developments, and attracted 30 Bulgarian and 5 foreign performing
groups. For the first time a parallel young people’s festival was held.
Principal outcomes to date
• The purchase of new costumes, instruments and technical equipment, and training
for local people in their use and maintenance;
• The establishment of a children’s performance group and annual festival;
• A stronger position for the festival within the local community.

3.1.3

Ivanovo: ‘Seeking The Sources’
Background
Ivanovo lies a few kilometres south of Ruse,
near the Danube and the Romanian border. It is
an agricultural community, established in 1962,
when the inhabitants decided to move their village, lock, stock and barrel, from its historic
location in the Rusenski Lom to a new site close
to the railway station. Although the initial pro‘Ivanovo Roots’ Group
ject idea had centred on the mediaeval rock
churches in the valley (a UNESCO World Heritage Site), it became clear during the
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project development workshop that an oral history project based on people’s memories of the old village would be both more realistic and of more immediate interest to
the potential participants.
The project’s progress
The project developed very successfully, with a small team of local people coming
together to manage a series of activities and events. Training in oral history work was
undertaken, with support from the Ruse Museums service, and contacts with archivists and other professionals developed. The team interviewed and transcribed many
accounts of life in the old village, gathering photographs, documents and information
towards the creation of a detailed map. Over a hundred people took part in the process, which culminated with an exhibition of work. The team were supported in a second phase of the project in 2003 and 2004, and the results of this are described later.
Principal outcomes to date
• The publication of 9 monthly local newspapers describing aspects of old Ivanovo,
and a mural depicting the town in the chitalishte;
• The development of a lively oral history group in the town;
• The creation of a substantial local history archive collected from the community;

3.1.4

Trigrad: Haramijska Cave Project
Background
Trigrad is remote village high in the mountains by the Greek border, with 700 mostly Muslim inhabitants. Although it is difficult to
reach, Trigrad has important natural and archaeological sites, including several important cave systems, set in a wonderful environment with genuine potential to attract visitors. There has been
some development of small pensions and private rooms to cater
for tourism, but this is limited, and many people are sceptical of
Haramijska cave
the potential of these initiatives. The Living Heritage project, undertaken by the Silivryak Cave Club, aimed to improve access to
the Haramijska (Bandit’s) cave complex and raise awareness of Trigrad’s natural attractions within and beyond the community.
The project’s progress
The project was undertaken by a team of ten local people, mostly members of the
cave club, with help and advice from staff at the Natural History Museum in Sofia and
the Historical Museum of Smolyan. The approach to the cave system (which must still
be negotiated with equipment by guides) was made safe with rock-carved steps and
rails. A map-board, signposts, and a brochure have been prepared to help visitors get
more from the site, and a permanent exhibit has been created representing a Neolithic
couple at a site where traces of occupation have been excavated. The improved facilities were officially opened, with appropriate local customs, at a festival in 2003.
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Principal outcomes to date
• Improved access to Haramijska (Bandit’s) cave complex;
• New interpretative materials designed to help tourists understand the natural and
archaeological significance of the site;
• Enhanced interest in the caves and natural environment in the local community.

3.2

SECOND PHASE PROJECTS: 2003-2004

3.2.1

Byala Cherkva
Background
Byala Cherkva is a town of about 3,000 inhabitants a few kilometres from Pavlikeni in
central northern Bulgaria. It is famous as the
home of Bacho Kiro, who led a heroic, if illfated uprising against the Ottoman authorities
in 1876, and the town now has several museums, monuments and other historic sites. The
project aimed to restore a derelict building,
Byala Cherkva Group
originally built as an agricultural centre in the
early 20th century, but subsequently used as a chitalishte and then as a restaurant. A consortium, involving the Mayor’s office, the town museums and the chitalishte, planned to
open the restored building as a local history museum presenting the life of local people since the time of Bacho Kiro.
The project’s progress
The team have succeeded beyond their best expectations. The main body of the building has been completely restored, with a new roof, re-plastering and windows; (two
extensions to the original building require further work, and it is hoped to turn one
into a café). The interior has been fitted out as a comprehensive museum of local life.
The response from residents has been unexpectedly generous, so that there is already
more in the collection than can be shown at any one time. In addition to the museum,
the garden of the former home of a major poet and minister for education, now open
to the public, was restored in the style of the Bulgarian Renaissance. The festival and
traditional cultural events, which were put on to celebrate the opening of the new museum, also attracted a very high level of participation from children and adults.
Principal outcomes to date
• The restoration of a historic building as a local history museum;
• The acquisition of a collection of almost 1,000 objects and other historical material
through donations from local people;
• A large festival to celebrate the end of the project and the opening of the museum.
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Oresh
Background
Oresh, which lies a few kilometres from the
Danube, near the town of Svishtov, is one of a
small number of Catholic villages in Bulgaria.
As such, it has distinctive cultural traditions,
shared with other communities in the region.
The project aimed to revive interest in their
own culture among young people (for whom it
Members of the Oresh dance group
was felt there was little to do in the village), by
developing a traditional dance group and hosting a festival bringing together six
Catholic villages in northern Bulgaria. A local association, Abagar, undertook the project with strong support from the chitalishte and the municipality.
The project’s progress
The enthusiasm of young people has far exceeded expectations: instead of the 24
planned participants, there are now 50 members, divided into two groups. It was decided from the start that ability was less important than enthusiasm, so the project has
expanded to include everyone who wanted to be involved. In fact, the quality is also
excellent, and has led to invitations to perform in several local villages, as well as national events in Polski Trambesh and Apriltsi, where the young performers were
highly praised. The interest of local people has also been higher than anticipated, with
the older generation closely involved in offering advice and information. Sufficient
costumes have been obtained for all the group members to perform, as well as donations of musical instruments and other resources. Local support was raised to install
mirrors in the chitalishte (itself being slowly restored through local voluntary effort),
and to cover transport costs for performances away from Oresh.
Principal outcomes to date
• The formation of two traditional dance groups of young people meeting regularly;
• The collection of resources (costumes, instruments etc.) for the work;
• The organisation of a festival at Oresh for Catholic communities in the region.

3.2.3

Teteven: ‘The Four Saturdays of the Teteven Citizen’
Background
Teteven is a town of about 10,000 people in the mountains about 120km north east of
Sofia. It is a place with a strong sense of history, particularly associated with its role in
the liberation of the country in the late 19th century. The outstanding natural beauty
of the region now helps attract a substantial number of visitors during the summer
months. The Centre for Sustainable Development of Teteven Municipality is a wellestablished local NGO, which has undertaken a range of community projects since its
inception in 2001. However, they felt strongly that there was need for something that
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would help restore community spirit among a population whose economic and social
difficulties often made them focus only on their own problems. They therefore proposed to create four annual events, the ‘Saturdays of the Teteven Citizen’; these little
holidays in the central square would provide a focus for people to work together on
activities which would bring good humour and fun into the heart of the town.
The project’s progress
Four Saturday events have been held, each with
a different focus associated with the date or the
time of year. On 27 July 2003, a celebration of
the raspberry was held; on 1 November there
was a re-enactment of the 1877 liberation of
the town by Russian cavalry; on 6 December, St
Nicholas’s day, the theme was fishing, and on 1
May 2004, the acquisition of wealth was the
Members of the Teteven team
central idea. But in each case the team has
taken a unique, not to say anarchic, approach to the holiday: thus the central event in
the latest, watched by several hundred people, was a football match between metaldetectorists and business-women, symbolising some of the contrasting ways of making money today. The team aims to include existing cultural traditions, through research and discussions with older people, and invent new ones, to make people laugh
and relax. The response to the Saturdays has been very positive, with people wanting
to get involved with each new event. One unexpected outcome has been the discovery
of an archive of old photographs and the project team now plan to create a permanent exhibition in a former school and create a CD resource for local people
Principal outcomes to date
• Four Saturday festivals in the town square involving a wide range of events and
contests, as well as traditional cultural demonstrations;
• The publication of a book about the traditions and culture of Teteven.

3.2.4

Cherni Vit
Background
Cherni Vit is a village of about 850 people in the central Balkan Mountains, south of
Teteven. Surrounded by a beautiful natural environment, it attracts summer tourists,
and has recently opened a small museum to present the inhabitants’ traditional way of
life. The community has a strong sense of its past and identity, especially the six
‘clans’, or historic families, within which many inhabitants can place themselves. But
interest in this, and in the music, dance and customs of Cherni Vit, had diminished
during the past 20 years, in the face of social and economic pressures. The project
aimed to revive confidence in local culture through a reunion day for members of the
six families from all parts of Bulgaria, updating the clan genealogy, which often spans
eight or nine generations, and developing regular activities for young people.
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The project’s progress
The project began with its greatest challenge:
the organisation of the reunion day in August
2003. About 1,000 people with family links to
one of the clans were invited, and nearly 800
came from the village, the region and beyond.
The Youth Club built 800m of tables and twice
as many benches in the small park, and served
the guests with a traditional meal including kurMembers of the Cherni Vit project
ban soup and oshaf, cooked on site in huge cauldrons. People performed traditional music and songs and showed visitors round an
exhibition of local costumes, food and musical instruments. Elders explained the family trees and invited people to help in filling in gaps. Since the event, four clubs have
been established to give young people a chance to explore their heritage through
weekly craft and local history activities. The project has been particularly successful in
mobilising support among local young people, surpassing its own best hopes.
Principal outcomes to date
• Hosting a Clan Reunion, in August 2003, attended by members of Cherni Vit
families from all over Bulgaria;
• The establishment of regular ethnographic, singing, dancing and craft clubs, involving about 75 young people.

3.2.5

Cherni Osam: ‘The People of Cherni Osam into the Virtual Space’ 9
Background
The village of Cherni Osam is near Troyan in the central Balkan Mountains, an area
rich in natural heritage. The village has a Natural Science Museum, which led the project with the local school and a voluntary group, Obnova, (Renewal). Their aim was to
encourage young people’s interest in local traditions by creating a digital archive and
eventually a website documenting the village’s past and present culture.
The project’s progress
Training in photography and the use of computers was provided for 34 young people
attending schools in Cherni Osam and Troyan, and documentation work undertaken.
Two holiday festivals were organised with performances and contests to showcase the
project: about 300 people from the local area attended each of these with a hundred
or so helping to put on each event.
Principal outcomes
• Training of young people in photography and the use of computer equipment;
• Two holiday festivals, with performances and presentation of work.
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Gorsko Novo Selo: ‘With the Past into the Future’
Background
Gorsko Novo Selo is a village near Veliko Turnovo north of the Balkan Mountains.
The population includes Christian and Muslim people, and the project was intended
as a shared celebration of their distinct cultural traditions and heritage. Led by the chitalishte, it aimed to revive interest in needlework and create new products, such as
shirts, jackets and aprons, for sale to visitors.
The project’s progress
Four working groups comprising 25 women were established to research and develop
ideas for clothing; a group for children, with eight members, was also established. The
results of their work were presented at a special holiday, which also included the presentation of a specially created play, ‘Ramazan-Kurban Bayryam and Adrales’, and the
preparation of a traditional kurban meal with four sheep bought with locally donated
funds. Throughout the project, people have worked together, whatever their own
faith or the focus of activity. They intend that the revived holiday should become an
annual event, and are considering reviving others.
Principal outcomes to date
• The development of needlework groups making new work for sale;
• The presentation of a new play and holding a village festival.

3.2.7

Vetovo: ‘Our Heritage, Our Future’ (Festival of Honey)
Background
Vetovo is a village between Ruse and Razgrad with
a population that includes Bulgarian, Turkish,
Roma and Tatar people. It is known for the production of honey, with a factory and several artisan
producers. The project aimed to involve young
people from all the ethnic groups in learning more
about beekeeping and honey manufacture, with the
Vetovo
aim of improving their capacity for income generation. The project was led by the local administration, the school and the chitalishte.
The project’s progress
Training programmes have been developed involving young people and adults, working under the guidance of master beekeepers. Research has identified local areas of
natural interest connected with the business and ecology of bees, and an autumn festival of honey is planned, as well as publication of brochures for visitors.
Principal outcomes to date
• Training in beekeeping for 16 school pupils and 12 adults;
• Collection of information and materials on the local history of honey production.
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Pilot phase follow up in 2003-2004
The pilot projects were all successful in meeting their original goals, and they were
invited to submit proposals for smaller-scale developments intended to help them
become more sustainable in the longer run. Three were granted follow-up awards in
2003-2004.
Gotse Delchev Region
The Gotse Delchev villages proposed a strategy to promote their achievements by working with Bulgarian national television to create a film about local culture and the
story of the project itself. They also planned to use the
archives created in the first phase to publish a book of
tales, songs and memories: in 2004, the team produced a
300-page illustrated book documenting the cultural history
of the four villages. They have continued to meet, develop
their work and to perform locally and in other villages.
The drum production workshop has become established
in a community building in Dubnitsa and has several orders to fill. The 60-minute
documentary, ‘New life from the old tradition of the Mesta Valley’, was broadcast on
regional television and has drawn much attention to the work developed through the
Living Heritage project, and the group have had requests for further performances.
Ivanovo
The success of the first work at Ivanovo has
led to a follow-up project designed to build on
local interest, and develop new materials for
visitors to the town and the rock churches.
Working again with the Ruse museum service,
the team have commissioned and produced a
112-page book about the rock churches, copiously illustrated and with summaries in English,
French and German. They have begun collecting traditional costumes and other material for display, and have worked with local craftspeople to create new souvenirs
aimed at the tourist market. They have also published a book of local recipes for sale.
Trigrad
The improved access to the Haramijska Cave and the campaign to raise awareness of
the site was successful in increasing interest in the site, and the number of visitors.
This brought some new problems, as facilities to cope with tourists were inadequate,
and it was feared that this could lead to a deterioration of the natural environment
around the cave. The second phase therefore aimed to improve facilities for visitors,
including the construction of a toilet block and a shelter with a hearth for campers.
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Following the Living Heritage pilot phase, and the successful initiation of further projects in Northern Central Bulgaria, WCIF was keen to see whether the programme
could be successful in urban areas. It was therefore decided to offer community
groups and chitalishte in Sofia an opportunity to undertake a Living Heritage project
under the name KvARTal (neighbourhood). Extensive fieldwork was undertaken and
six widely differing communities were brought into the programme in January 2004.10
Since they were completed by the end of June, these projects had to work faster than
those in rural areas, which generally had a year and sometimes more to fulfil their objectives. On the other hand, they benefited from much closer support, with weekly
meetings with a community facilitator and an arts consultant.
The initiative had a wider importance for the Living Heritage programme since, with a
few exceptions (such as Bitola in Macedonia), projects have so far tended to be in rural areas and small towns, where social networks are stronger and more stable. In
Sofia, the projects aimed principally to renew a sense of community, which their
sponsors felt had been lost in a pressured and changing urban environment. Most LH
projects have also used traditional arts and crafts or built and natural heritage resources; the KvARTal projects, on the other hand, aimed to use contemporary arts
practice to engage people. The Sofia projects were therefore a very different experience for everyone concerned, and a valuable learning opportunity.

3.3.2

Borisova Gradina: ‘Follow the Rumour’
Background
Borisova Gradina (Boris Garden) is Sofia’s largest park, established on royal initiative in the late
19th century. Designed in an English style, it is a
beautiful green space in the centre of the city,
with leafy alleys, lawns, ornamental pools and a
children’s playground, as well as sporting facilities. The project was initiated by a group of ten
Members of the Borisova Gradina project
student friends who were regular visitors to the
park, and felt that it lacked animation. Above all, they wanted to encourage people to
communicate with other users, and see the park as a place for games, social contact
and fun. They planned to do this by undertaking a series of artistic interventions on
consecutive Sunday afternoons during the spring. They also wanted to raise awareness
of the value of the park, and open debate about its maintenance and improvement.
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The project’s progress
Having gained permission to undertake arts activities in Borisova Gradina from the
municipality, the team started work before Easter, continuing until the end of June.
Each Sunday, between noon and 4pm, they established an outdoor studio near one of
the fountains, where children could make pictures, which were displayed on washing
lines hung between the trees. In addition to this regular activity, each Sunday there has
been a unique activity, ranging from games like ‘Vampires in the Castle’ (a type of
blindfolded hunt), to situationist theatre, planting artificial flowers and decorating an
unused drinking fountain. A particularly successful afternoon involved collecting rubbish – mostly discarded bottles – to make a temporary sculpture. At the same time,
the team has involved people in debate about the park through interviews, questionnaires and posters attached to trees. The response has been mixed, as might be expected; some people have been happy to talk and become involved, others have hurried away. But the regularity of the events has started to attract loyal participants, including children who come with their parents each week, and a small group of young
people who have begun to communicate with the team via text messages and email.
Principal outcomes to date
• 15 Sunday park events, attracting a good level of interest from park users;
• The opening of a debate about the condition and future of the park.

3.3.3

Lagera: ‘The Magic of Art’
Background
Lagera is a district of substantial buildings and
apartment blocks, gardens and trees, and is
home to a number of professional artists and
musicians. However, as in other parts of the
city, some residents feel that there is not the
community spirit that there was, and especially
that local people do not know one another as
Members of the Lagera project
they did. The project was managed by the chitalishte, with the local school, a Retired Officers’ Association and a folk club. It aimed to
encourage young people to get to know their own neighbourhood, and to develop
contact between people and across the generations. It also focused on ways in which
the area itself might be improved, with a drawing competition on this theme.
The project’s progress
A series of connected activities were undertaken, including ceramic, painting and music workshops, exhibitions, concerts and a project to create a three-dimensional model
of Lagera, based on discussions with people about what they did and didn’t like about
the neighbourhood. This involved research by school students, in partnership with
members of the Retired Officers’ Club, and visits and meetings with older residents. A
CD of performances by local children and adults was recorded, following the music
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workshops, including a specially composed song by one of Bulgaria’s noted rock singers, Vili Kavaldjiev. The culmination of the project was an open-air concert at Easter
2004, in one of the gardens between the apartment blocks.
Principal outcomes to date
• A series of art and music workshops bringing together older and young people and
production of a music CD, exhibition and model of the area;
• Two concerts in the Lagera neighbourhood, attended by about 300 people each.

3.3.4

Levski G
Background
Levski G (so called to differentiate it from
other parts of Levski designated with other
letters of the alphabet) is one of the last Communist-era housing developments. Built originally to house workers at the nearby steel
works, it stands in among empty fields, and has
no community facilities, beyond a primary
school and a branch office of the Levski chitalMembers of the Levski G project
ishte. Members of this organisation, in partnership with the local primary school, proposed a project using the arts in a series of activities addressing the environmental conditions of the estate. They aimed that the
project would encourage people to know one another, strengthen local participation,
and build community spirit.
The project’s progress
The project has established a regular art workshop for local children, run by an artist.
Another group devised and performed a play on the theme of ecology with a chitalishte
theatre worker. A children’s competition for paintings, stories, poetry and essays on
the theme of ecology attracted a good response, though not as many entries as they
had hoped for. However, the opening of the resulting exhibition in the primary school
was well supported, as was the premiere of the play, ‘Znayko and the Lord of the
Weather’. A clean-up day involved over 600 local children and adults; 140 trees were
planted, and have since been cared for by the children. As a result of this action, a
group of local people have begun to raise a petition to request government action
against an illegal rubbish dump by the estate.
Principal outcomes to date
• Twice-weekly children’s art workshops, leading to an exhibition, and the refurbishment of an unused nursery as a permanent studio;
• The creation of a children’s play, presented in the neighbourhood and as part of a
festival of children’s theatre in Sofia;
• A local environmental improvement campaign, including the planting of 140 trees.
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Lozenets: ‘Let us find the real holiday’
Background
Lozenets is a district close to the city centre, with an established population and a substantial number of more recent residents from other parts of Bulgaria; parts are relatively affluent, others less so. The Lozenets Initiative Group, which includes local
residents, business people and artists, was formed when one of its members, a sculptor, heard about the KvARTal initiative. It aims to strengthen people’s sense of community spirit, and to encourage them to value the neighbourhood in which they live.
The project’s progress
The project has centred on two events in the local
park, by Cherni Vrah Boulevard in which visitors
and passers-by were invited to join arts activities,
including producing drawings of their homes or
of favourite parts of Lozenetz. The pictures were
hung on washing lines for people to see and discuss (an idea that inspired the Borisova Gradina
team). Three questionnaires were distributed to
Collating the project questionnaires
local schools to gather children’s views of the
neighbourhood and its character. The response to these activities has been impressive:
of 3,000 questionnaires distributed, 2,400 have been returned, while 672 drawings
were contributed by park visitors. The results of the survey will be incorporated into a
map of ‘Remarkable Lozenets’, which will be printed and distributed around the area.
The group also hope to raise funds to restore an old drinking fountain at one corner
of the park, and create a new statue to represent the spirit of Lozenetz.
Principal outcomes to date
• Several hundred people have participated in the two public events; thousands of
people also returned the questionnaire;
• The map has been printed and distributed throughout the neighbourhood;
• The Lozenets Initiative Group has become a credible community organisation.

3.3.6

Serdika
Background
Serdika is a neighbourhood close to the centre of Sofia, with a long-established community; it has some older housing and large modern apartment blocks. The project,
promoted by the Vasil Drumev chitalishte, was intended to develop interest in the
area’s history, particularly among young people. Work was planned on local genealogy,
to trace the origins of some of the area’s present inhabitants, and on a wide range of
artistic projects including theatre, music, local history and a children’s mural in a local
school.
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The project’s progress
The project has achieved all its planned goals
and more, with various groups of adults and
young people becoming involved in workshops. A textile group has been started, creating
not only traditional work, but also contemporary forms with a decorative function. A school
Members of the Serdika project
project led to the creation of a mural depicting
the watermill which was once a local landmark;
and the chitalishte is now publishing a regular newsletter about the area produced by
young people. Other developments include a vocal group that mixes old Bulgarian
songs with popular tunes from more recent years, and the formation of a local history
club. The KvARTal project has been so successful that the chitalishte, which has just a
few rooms now struggles to accommodate all its activities.
Principal outcomes to date
• A school mural, painted by young people, and celebrating Serdika and its history;
• An exhibition of traditional craft work, and a performance of a puppet play;
• The launching of a local newsletter created and published by young people.

3.3.7

Suha Reka: ‘Renaissance, Communication without borders’ 11
The project sought to use the photography and video to highlight some local problems, such as security, traffic, pollution and the lack of places for children to play. Developed by the Vurazhdane chitalishte, the intention was to use photography and video
to put together an exhibition, which would then become a focus of debate and eventually of further action. Three exhibitions, under the title ‘Past Present and Future’,
were held between April and May 2004; the last was part of the Week of Community
Arts organised to highlight the Living Heritage programme’s achievements.

3.3.8

Sofia Week of Community Arts, May 2004
Between 11 and 17 May 2004, WCIF organised a week of performances, exhibitions
and exchanges at the Krasno Selo Cultural Centre in Sofia, to highlight the achievements of the Living Heritage projects. Groups from Byala Cherkva, Vetovo, Gorsko
Novo Selo, Gurmen, Ivanovo, Oresh, Teteven, Trigrad, Cherni Vit, and Cherni Osam
took part, alongside the six KvARTal projects. As well as the exhibitions and performances, the week gave many of the participants a valuable opportunity to meet one
another and exchange experiences. A closing debate, on the theme of ‘Culture,
communities, development’, helped raise the profile of the projects further and
explore some of the issues raised by the Living Heritage programme itself. The week
took place with the support of the Sofia Municipality.
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THIRD PHASE PROJECTS: 2004-2005
In Spring 2004, a further nine projects were approved for funding through the Living
Heritage programme, bringing the total for the three year period to 29. As before, the
focus was mostly on villages and small towns in the rural parts of Central Bulgaria.
Since the projects are not yet at a stage where their results can be assessed, there follows a short note of their intended work.
Kalofer ‘House of History’: The project will create a local museum and cultural centre
in a building donated by the municipality, thus reviving interest in traditional crafts
and traditions.
Madjarovo, ‘We and Our Heritage in the 21st Century’: The project aims to revive interest in local knitting, weaving and woodcarving traditions, and improve three local
historical sites, and so to foster greater intergenerational contact.
Zlatograd, ‘Authentic Zlatograd Heritage, a Present for Our Children’: The project aims
to revive the local ‘Koukeri’ tradition, through the formation of a performance group,
revival of holidays and a publication.
Smilyan, ‘A Future for the Traditions’: The project will create a local museum of the
area, focusing on food and clothing, and improving facilities for tourism.
Shiroka Lyka, ‘Let’s Preserve the Traditions of Shiroka Lyka Together’: The project aims
to enable young people to learn aspects of local dance traditions through training and
contact with older residents.
Mogilitsa, ‘The love for the past, alternative for the future’: The project will develop an
ethnographic museum, offer training in local crafts, with displays being set up in local
tourist accommodation and publish information about traditional crafts.
Patalenitsa, ‘Patalenitsa and Batkun, known and unknown’: The project aims to
strengthen local identity and confidence through the establishment of a workshop for
history, theatre and folklore.
Markovo, ‘To Revive and Continue the Tradition and Vinegrowing in Our Village Through
Building a Bridge Between the Generations’: The project will offer training in vinegrowing and wine-making, and revive the three major holidays of the village as a focus
of community development.
Ivailovgrad, ‘Back to our predecessors’: The project unites four villages in a common
aim of reviving interest in local traditions, through workshops, genealogical work,
family meetings and the creation of a gallery.
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A SUMMARY OF PROGRAMME INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

KVARTAL (SOFIA)

PHASE 3

Trigrad

Trigrad (2)

Suha Reka

Oresh (2)

Gotse Delchev

Gotse Delchev (2)

Serdika

Cherni Vit (2)

Ivanovo

Ivanovo (2)

Levski G

Serdika (2)

Dorkovo

Cherni Osum

Lozenets

Levski G (2)

Oresh

Lagera

Patalenitza

Byala Cherkva

Borisova Gradina

Mogilitza

Gorsko novo selo

Ivailovgrad

Teteven

Kalofer

Vetovo

Zlatograd

Cherni Vit

Smilyan
Markovo
Shoroka Luka
Madjarovo

Living Heritage Projects in Bulgaria, 2001 to 2005

3.5.1

Inputs
The Living Heritage programme has seen a major investment, in cash and in kind, on
the part of the King Baudouin Foundation and the Open Society Institute in Bulgaria.
The total budget, over three years, was approximately €390,000, of which 62% was
contributed by KBF and 38% by OSI.12 Grants totalling €52,000 were made during
the pilot phase, €72,500 in the second phase and €44,000 in the third phase. Thus approximately €168,400 (43%% of the budget) was assigned directly to local communities in Bulgaria in the form of Living Heritage grants, with the costs of an intensive
support programme, including the training course for community facilitators and
WCIF management costs, met from the remainder of the budget. The King Baudouin
Foundation also contributed substantial staff time to the programme, as well as resources for regional consultants.
The support offered to grantees, by programme officers, freelance community facilitators, external consultants, and through the voluntary efforts of Advisory Group
members, was a critical factor in the success of the programme. Without this intensive
and individually tailored support, it would have been impossible to work with the often-inexperienced project teams, or to reach the communities who were involved, and
the character of the programme would have been very different.

3.5.2

Project outputs
The 20 Living Heritage projects run between 2001 and 2004 have produced many and
varied outputs. The figures below set out some of the quantifiable outputs to date.
They must be treated with some caution however, because not all projects were able
to keep records of the volunteers and time spent on the project; there are also inevita-
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ble ambiguities about who is a volunteer, and what represents a day’s work. The figures reported by projects often represent their best estimates of what happened during the course of a project that may have lasted for a year or more. In the longer term,
these issues will have to be addressed as part of the programme management, but
careful assessment and checking suggests that the following figures for volunteers and
number of days worked are broadly correct; they may, indeed, represent an underestimate since a number of projects are still in progress. The other outcome figures
listed below require no such caveat, and represent accurately what the projects have
produced.
Estimated project outputs
The following list illustrates some of the
• Contributions of €26,000 in cash and €56,000 in kind from projects, and a further
€44,000 raised in cash within the community by project teams.
• At least 30 new partnerships formed between community groups and local government, business or other bodies;
• Work created for at least 50 people employed in project teams;
• 6 residential training courses in project management, community development and
public relations attended by over 100 people;
• Formal training provided for at least 490 people;
• Accredited training course in community development for 19 professionals;
• Active voluntary participation by 3,200 people;
• Events and activities attended by at least 8,800 further people;
• At least 51 events, festivals and community celebrations put on;
• 3 local history books and 2 CDs produced;
• 2 new museums and 6 archives of ethnographic material created, and
• One historic garden restored, and several other areas cleaned, and trees planted.
This assessment of project outputs was made in June 2004. At the time of writing,
several projects are continuing, and the final results of these indicators will be substantially greater.
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This section of the report deals with the impact of the Living Heritage programme
through the individual projects it has supported in Bulgaria. Every project was ambitious and all have substantially fulfilled those ambitions; indeed, most have surprised
themselves with how much they have done. It is only possible here to sketch some of
the main results to date: the projects are complex and have equally complex outcomes
for the individuals and the communities involved. What they have in common is that
they have given those involved a strong sense of achievement, and the capacity to
build on that in further initiatives. The next pages describe that in more detail, focusing first on individual growth, then on community development, before reporting
some other outcomes and some of the problems identified.

4.2

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

4.2.1

Skills and confidence
All the projects involved large teams of people, usually for periods of at least a year,
and in a range of activities that were often new and sometimes challenging. As a result, the most widespread outcome of all the projects is the change evident in those
who took part, especially in terms of gaining new skills and, as a result, an increased
sense of personal confidence. The skills involved have ranged from project planning
and administration to budgeting, fundraising and financial management. Many projects have acquired computer equipment and these have been a valuable learning resource, often driven by young members of the teams, but older people have also been
able to learn how to use them. Important as these resources are in practical terms, for
many people, especially those in more remote communities, they also symbolically
mark a new inclusion into the modern world; the computer, especially with Internet
access, becomes a portal and a link of great value in some cases.
Cherni Vit: project computer
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In Levski G, the people leading the project have become a real team, learning how to
work together both through the training and support of WCIF and the experience of
project delivery. The impact on the people involved in the Serdika chitalishte has been
equally marked. They took on the Living Heritage project with some trepidation, anxious as to their ability to deliver all their plans to the standard expected by WCIF: like
almost all the project teams, they had never received a grant of this kind, nor entered
into contractual agreements with a major foundation. They were determined not to let
WCIF down, or, more importantly, not to let themselves and the community down.
In the event they undertook more than anyone could have anticipated, and successfully managed each activity: art workshops, a school mural, a theatre and puppet performance, knitting and embroidery workshops, local history and genealogy initiatives,
a community newsletter and more. In doing so, they have gained both a range of new,
experience-based skills, and a real confidence that they can take on ambitious projects.
In many cases, the Living Heritage projects have provided the route for people to
grow into positions of community leadership: in Cherni Osam, where of the project
team, a local teacher, has now been elected as chair of the chitalishte.
Oresh team members

More intangible, but still important, is the confidence that project participants draw
from the interest of outsiders in their work and culture. When people come to village
festivals or to visit museums and heritage sites, local people feel that they have done
something whose worth is recognised by others. Similarly, when traditional dance
groups, like the one formed in Oresh, find themselves invited to perform elsewhere, it
is an achievement that shows that they have something that is valued in the wider
world. The screening of a TV documentary about their work has been an important
validation for the participants in the Gotse Delchev regional project, strengthening
their credibility in the wider community.

4.2.2

Creativity
For many people, the LH project was a chance to release some of their creativity and
ideas, enabling them to discover, and show others, what they could do. In projects
focussing on folklore, this meant that older people found themselves the centre of
attention for what they knew about traditional dances, music, costume, customs and
other half-forgotten aspects of local life. They tended to find their memories embed-
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ded in their own bodies, as feet retraced long forgotten steps, or fingers re-did stitches
and cuts done in childhood. The renewed interest of their grandchildren’s generation
in things of their own youth was a source of great pleasure, and, in villages like Oresh,
Gurmen, Dubnitsa and Ivanovo, among others, has provided a new place for creativity where the demands of life are otherwise hard. Work in the fields still comes first,
naturally enough; but there is in these villages a much livelier creative life, especially in
winter, as a result of the Living Heritage project.
Levski G: at the community arts week

Unusually in the framework of the Living Heritage programme, which has focused
more on traditional arts, there has also been a strong focus on work in contemporary
forms and media in the Bulgarian projects. The most notable examples are the
KvARTal projects in Sofia, where contemporary art was the main area of work, including theatre, visual arts, photography, video and music.
This different kind of creativity allows more room for personal expression, as evident,
for example, in the songs recorded by young people for the Lagera project, or the ecological theatre production created at Levski G. Many of the events – for instance in
Lozenetz, or, outside Sofia, in Teteven – used very imaginative approaches to involving local people, with humour and unexpected ideas. Contemporary art was also a
good medium for engaging people in issues of local concern, and the KvARTal projects opened debates about issues like the local environment or facilities for children.
When traditional forms were used in this context, it was sometimes as a springboard
for creation of a more individual kind: textiles work at Serdika ranged from traditional
designs to very unusual contemporary ideas. Likewise, at Gorsko Novo Selo, traditional forms where adapted to create new designs.
Serdika textiles work
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Local identity
The focus on the traditional culture and history of a village has had a substantial impact on local people’s confidence in the community. This is especially evident in
smaller places, such as Oresh, the villages of the Gotse Delchev region, Cherni Vit
and Ivanovo. Celebrating, and sometimes rediscovering, what made them distinctive
has renewed a sense of local pride, evident in the way those directly involved, and
other residents also, speak about what has happened in the course of the project.
Thus for Oresh, the invitations received by the new dance group to perform in prestigious regional festivals bring much satisfaction; but even more important is the fact
that the village was able to host its own festival, attended by over 1,000 people including many visitors from other Catholic villages, and produce a very successful day.
Here, young people, who had been seen as troublesome because they hung about with
nothing to do, now attend rehearsals after school on two or three nights a week, and
have a new sense of purpose: as one member of the team argued, ‘they are now more
responsible, disciplined, united’. In Cherni Vit, young people with no previous interest in
their heritage or the traditional culture of the community have become enthusiastic
members of clubs for singing, dance, craftwork and ethnography. They expressed a
new confidence in themselves as Bulgarians and citizens of Cherni Vit and saw their
cultural and family heritage as important to their identity.

Cherni Vit family event

The successful culmination of projects – generally through a public event or festival –
was immensely important to the project teams and the participants. Achieving their
goals, especially after having overcome unforeseen difficulties on the way, was a
source of collective confidence and justifiable pride. For many people, this affected
how they saw the community itself. In hosting visitors from neighbouring villages or
from much further away, and seeing their culture and work the object of so much interest, people came to value their own community more than they had. As one member of the Cherni Osam team noted, it was satisfying to hear a visitor observe ‘‘They
don’t do this in our village”.
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At the simplest level, all the Living Heritage projects have required people to work
together to achieve their goals. Project teams have had to engage local people in meetings and informal discussion to consider how the various needs of the work can be
met. There is always something that can be contributed: voluntary work, materials,
ideas, information, food, permission, technical advice and so on. In Trigrad, construction of the toilet facilities for visitors was dependent on seven or eight property owners, as well the town council, agreeing to pipes being laid across their land. Every project had to negotiate an almost unending range of needs, and in doing so, has engaged
a very wide circle of people in contributing to a successful outcome. As a result, not
only was the value and practice of cooperation strengthened, as muscles are strengthened through use, but the sense of ownership of the project was extended much more
widely than the team and the main group of participants.
Borisova Gradina: Sunday park events

This cooperation has also extended to partnerships between organisations. All the
projects have been able to develop new links with other local groups or official bodies. The Lozenets Initiative Group (itself formed to manage the project) is typical:
during the course of the project, they developed links with the Municipality of Lozenetz, six local schools in the area, Pencho Slaveykov chitalishte, the Sunflowers art
materials shop and representatives of ten local businesses.

4.3.2

Organisational capacity building
All the Living Heritage projects have been important in organisational capacity building. Often this has involved existing groups, notably the chitalishte, which are discussed
separately below. In other cases, groups have come together or been established to
undertake the project. This was the case in Ivanovo, for example, while in Trigrad the
LH project led to the establishment of a local foundation to support the development
of tourism and services for visitors.
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Vetovo: learning about beekeeping

Where the Living Heritage project was not the direct cause of a community group
being formed, it has helped strengthen the existing team. In Vetovo, a loose group of
people interested in beekeeping had come together, but it was the project that helped
them gain the skills and confidence to become a serious player in the community. The
partners – municipality, school, chitalishte and voluntary groups – have found the process of working together very beneficial, and they have built trust and cooperation that
have extended well beyond the project itself. As a result, other local initiatives, including the financing of a new day centre and local infrastructural improvements have
been approved. Informal groups have gained expertise through participating in the
project, and four local associations have been formally registered in the municipality.

‘The effect was much greater on existing informal groups and new
associations. By involving their representatives in the programme’s
workshops, they gained knowledge and skills and became more selfconfident. This gave them strong stimulus for further development.’
The impact on organisational capacity building – a cornerstone of community development – has come about through two routes. The most obvious is the intensive
training that all the project teams received. These residential courses were intended to
help them develop ideas in an understanding of the programme and its values, and,
once the idea was approved, to work on project planning, implementation and monitoring. They were extended by the individual consultancy support given to project
teams by WCIF staff and project consultants (including weekly visits for the KvARTal
projects). The investment in training was therefore very substantial, and as important
as the cash grant in supporting the community groups.
But the training was successful because it was always embedded in individual projects
and their needs. The experience of developing and carrying out their ideas was the
other major route for training for all those involved. Even relatively experienced or
professional people, such as those working in chitalishte, found the work challenging
because it introduced them to new ideas and new ways of working. Achieving good
results, with applied training support, proved to be a far more effective than a theoretical course in community cultural development.
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Strengthening the chitalishte

4.3.3
Gurmen chitalishte

Chitalishte cultural centres, community-owned and with substantial voluntary involvement, are a distinctive and important part of life in Bulgarian towns and villages.13 The
concept dates from the 19th century, and the formation of local libraries, but their
concerns now include education, the arts and traditional culture. They have also
grown in number, so that there are an estimated 3,000 now operating. During the
communist period, they often benefited from investment in their facilities and resources: Gurmen chitalishte occupies a 1970 building with a 380-seat theatre, rehearsal
and reading rooms, and a library above a café, whose rent helps pay for running costs.
Since 1989, many have had to fall back on their own resources, and find ways of operating in a very different environment: Gurmen, again, has supplemented its income by
taking a contract with a mobile phone company to place a mast on its roof. A UNDP
programme, subsequently taken up by the Dutch Foreign Ministry, has helped reposition the network through an emphasis on information provision. While this has encouraged chitalishte to open themselves to local needs, there has been concern at the
diminution of their directly cultural role.
Although the state provides limited funds for salary costs, most chitalishte lack resources – financial and human – to undertake activities. With restricted income, and in
a changing cultural environment, a number of chitalishte have used the Living Heritage
programme to revive activities, and rebuild the capacity of their staff and members. In
Pletena, Koprivlen, Dubnitsa and Gurmen (the Gotse Delchev regional project), chitalishte staff felt that their organisations had been on the verge of exhaustion before the
project: one chairman described it as ‘almost dead’, and was initially sceptical of the capacity of the chitalishte to take on, still less deliver, such ambitious plans for development. Their experience, like that of the others involved in the programme, has in fact
been one of empowerment, as they have developed new skills through training and
project delivery, and gained new confidence from the successes they have achieved.
They have gained substantially in teamwork and knowledge of project development
and implementation.
This has also led to a transformation in how chitalishte are perceived in their local
communities. Through the Living Heritage programme, they have become centres of
lively activity again, with dance and music groups meeting regularly to rehearse, as well
as providing the focus for project teams. People spoke of a renewed sense of purpose,
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and a confidence that the chitalishte could play a valuable role in the life of the village.
In Ivanovo, Oresh and elsewhere, the project has been accompanied by new investment, often from local resources, in the fabric and resources of the chitalishte.

‘The image of the chitalishte has risen, and the trust in us as
responsible people, builders of the town culture, has increased.’
In some places, including Teteven, Cherni Vit and some of the neighbourhoods of
Sofia, the decision to undertake a Living Heritage project was a step in people deciding that they had to take an active role in solving their own community’s problems.
People spoke of recognising that, while much had been done for them in the past,
their future now depended largely on themselves. Where this was part of people’s
thinking, the projects were effective in strengthening the conviction that it was both
necessary and possible to take some control over local affairs, and even such abstract
matters as community spirit. To this extent, at least, the projects were genuinely empowering for those involved.

4.3.4

Strengthening social networks
The concept of social capital
According to the World Bank ‘The social capital of a society includes the institutions,
the relationships, the attitudes and values that govern interactions among people and
contribute to economic and social development. Social capital, however, is not simply
the sum of the institutions which underpin society, it is also the glue that holds them
together. It includes the shared values and rules for social conduct expressed in personal relationships, trust, and a common sense of “civic” responsibility, that makes
society more than a collection of individuals. Without a degree of common identification with forms of governance, cultural norms, and social rules, it is difficult to imagine a functioning society.’14
Lagera project members

Social capital has become increasingly widely used in understanding how societies and
groups within them interact and support each other, and the values of trust and cooperation that underpin sustainable development. It is seen as a kind of virtuous circle,
where action builds recognition of shared interests and so paves the way for further
action. One of its central ideas is the development of networks through which indi-
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viduals can access information, assistance and resources, and thus be more empowered. Three kinds of networks are usually recognised:
• Bonding networks, which bring together people with a shared identity or status;
• Bridging networks, which connect people with different backgrounds or interests;
• Linking networks, which connect people across social and other hierarchies.
The following sections consider the impact of the Living Heritage programme in respect of each of these networks.
Bonding networks
Serdika project members

‘We have created some kind of space – people wandered around in a holiday spirit, gave each other
politely the glue or the scissors, saw the exhibition, chose signs for the map, made small talk, but they
were together and they felt good.’ It is easy to underestimate the importance of simple social
contacts such as these, describing the Saturday morning events run in Cherni Vrah
gardens by the Lozenets Initiative Group – easy, but a mistake. The festivals and
events that have characterised every Living Heritage project have been vital in bringing strangers and neighbours together, in a playful space unlike everyday life, in which
connections can begin or grow. This sense of knowing and having things in common
with one’s neighbours is a crucial part of most people’s lives, and it is the essence of
social capital. From such small roots grow community organisation and local development; yet they can be very hard to nurture. The Living Heritage projects have,
without exception, played an essential role in bringing people together.

‘When we started, we only knew each other’s names.’
In Cherni Vit, the LH project has brought different generations in the village together,
especially young people and the oldest members of the community. Both age groups
feel more valued as a result, and more confident of their place in the community. This
was also the experience of other projects, such as Lagera, where a ‘Retro Music Show’
saw people from 8 to 80 years old celebrating their different musical enthusiasms in a
shared space. Some people who have come to live in places where LH projects have
happened, such as Cherni Vit, spoke of having found a place within the community
through the project. Several of the projects have enabled local professionals to meet
and develop working relationships with peers they did not otherwise know. In the
Gotse Delchev regional project, such partnerships, which had not previously existed
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between chitalishte staff in the four villages, have been a lasting outcome, and they are
now regularly working together. In Oresh, similar links have led to the loan of traditional costumes from the chitalishte in the village of Dragomirovo.

‘We didn’t have any free time in the summer holidays, but we had a
great time.’
Bridging networks
Many of the projects, especially in larger towns have naturally strengthened networks
between people, including those from different backgrounds or involved in different
local organisations. In Teteven, for example, the project depended on the involvement
of local schools, commerce, business people, small traders and cultural groups as well
as the municipality and chitalishte. Similarly broad involvement was secured in most of
the other projects.
Several projects had positive results in terms of interethnic relations, although this was
not their overt purpose. In Vetovo, for example, people with Bulgarian, Roma, Turkish and Tatar ethnic backgrounds have been working together on the development of
domestic beekeeping and honey production, part of a shared cultural heritage in the
village. In Gorsko Novo Selo, the Living Heritage project gave Christian and Moslem
people and opportunity to work together in needlework groups, and in a festival,
which drew on elements of both cultures.
Linking networks
The frequent involvement of the municipality in the programme, as a partner alongside others, has been a real strength of the Living Heritage projects in Bulgaria. In
Byala Cherkva, for instance, the partners included the city council, the museums service and the chitalishte. Similar partnerships existed in Ivanovo, Oresh, Teteven and
elsewhere, and they have been important in strengthening the relationship between
elected members and their constituents. The chitalishte’s legitimacy as a structure of
civil society was again valuable in balancing the authority of the local council. As a
result, the projects avoided being drawn into local political affairs, or being dominated
by a single point of view, as has sometimes happened in other countries.
Byala Cherkva Project team

Elsewhere, projects provided opportunities for people to engage with local government in other ways. The Borisova Gradina team, for example, were involved in dis-
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cussions with the Sofia municipal authorities about their activities in the park, and
ways in which it might be improved, an experience shared with the Lozenets Initiative
Group. Other projects developed links with different authorities, including museum
and cultural bodies (Ivanovo) and the media (Gotse Delchev). All were involved in
working with WCIF (and, to a different degree with OSI and KBF) and thereby
gained valuable experience in dealing with national and international foundations, as
well as making personal contacts with staff and consultants.

4.3.5

Local democracy
The Living Heritage projects, in one way or another, are required to engage in local
consultations and discussions about the present and the future of the community. In
this, they all make a contribution to local democracy. They adopt an open and inclusive culture, which invites and generally gets good engagement by people beyond the
team itself. The large numbers of participants, and the diversity of age, culture, ethnic
background and social standing within the projects, is good evidence of their success
in this area. But several projects, especially those in Sofia itself, went much further in
consciously engaging people in debate about the character of their neighbourhood
and their aspirations for its future.
Lozenetz: sorting questionnaires

One important aim of the KvARTal projects was to involve people in discussion
about their neighbourhood, and consider ways in which it might be improved. This
was central to the projects in Lozenetz, Lagera, Suha Reka, Levski G and Borisova
Gradina. In the case of the first three, activities were specifically undertaken to highlight the good and bad aspects of the local area, for instance in the questionnaire distributed in Lozenetz, or the drawing competition on the theme of ‘How do I want my
neighbourhood to look?’ in Lagera.
The arts have been used successfully in Britain and elsewhere to develop consultation
about urban rehabilitation and regeneration initiatives, and it is significant that these
have been among the most successful aspects of the KvARTal projects. Because of
the informality of events such as those in the Lozenetz, and the visual and playful nature of the activities, people are often more willing to take part and contribute their
ideas. Clearly, such developments must be built on, and involve the formal structures
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of local government, if they are to be sustained, but they can be essential first steps of
democratic action.
Lagera District Model

As mentioned above, many projects have helped develop or improve relationships
between community associations and local government. Indeed, the positive engagement of mayors and municipalities has been a striking aspect of the projects in the
Bulgarian programme. In Byala Cherkva, the mayor’s office was a full project partner,
while in Teteven the support of the municipality was essential to the development of
the festival programme. In Oresh, the Living Heritage project enabled the team to
open a fruitful dialogue with the municipality of Svishtov, and establish a working
partnership. The long-term impact of these developments is impossible to establish,
but it can be expected that they will contribute to the development of civil society at a
local level, both through the new experience of working together, and the influence of
new ideas and capacities on some of the smaller local authorities.

4.4

LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

4.4.1

Introduction
The Living Heritage programme aims to support community rather than economic
development, seeing the first as a necessary precursor to the second. None the less,
some projects make a conscious link between the two – for example in Trigrad, where
respect for the natural environment is seen as crucial to successful development of
tourism. Other projects, like the festival in Dorkovo, involve some economic development as a necessary part of initiatives with an essentially non-financial motivation.
Still others do work which involves local artisans and traders, or otherwise puts
money into the local community. Indeed, it is fair to say that almost all the money
granted to Living Heritage projects will be spent locally, sometimes providing a considerable cash injection to the villages concerned.

4.4.2

Local Employment
The Living Heritage programme depends essentially on volunteers, and their contribution is discussed below. But it is also a significant local source of short-term employment. In some cases, the projects’ demands have made it appropriate to employ one
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or more local people to manage the work. More often, a team of volunteers has hired
specialist assistance for the project: for instance, in Lagera and Levski G, artists were
employed to deliver workshop tuition to some of the participants.
In projects where building has been involved, it has usually been necessary to employ
skilled people, even when some of the manual labour is done free. The reconstruction
of the museum in Byala Cherkva was undertaken in this way, as was some of the work
on visitor facilities in Trigrad. The strengthening of chitalishte can also be expected to
have a long-term impact in securing some of the jobs involved.
Byala Cherkva Museum

In total, it is estimated that at least 50 people have been employed through the Living
Heritage programme, but, since this does not include the third phase projects, the final total will certainly be higher.

4.4.3

Tourism development
The Living Heritage programme is not directly concerned with tourism development,
but several projects have seen the restoration or development of local cultural heritage
as a way of raising their profile and improving facilities for visitors. In several cases,
festivals have provided a short-term, but locally valued, economic boost: Oresh,
Cherni Vit, Dorkovo and Byalya Cherkva, among others, have all put on substantial
events that have attracted large numbers of outside visitors and brought trade to local
businesses.
In Trigrad, work on the Haramijska Neolithic cave site led in the first year to a
marked increase in visitor numbers, with over 700 people being taken through the
cave. The improved facilities have received very positive comment from visitors to
Trigrad, and are seen by the project team as an essential step in the development of
local eco-tourism – something that is vital to a remote community with little alternative economic resource.

4.4.4

Additional investment

‘We are proud that we succeeded in awakening people’s wish to
donate, and reviving the donor’s tradition.’
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All Living Heritage projects depended on substantial investment from within the
community: indeed, a commitment to raising at least 25% of the overall budget from
local resources was a condition of grant aid. This additional investment took the form
of voluntary work, help in kind such as donations, and local fundraising. All the projects were surprised by the way in which local people responded to their appeals for
help. Donations to the new museum in Byala Cherkva numbered almost a thousand
different objects, documents and photographs, and more continue to be offered.
Elsewhere, help with transport costs, musical instruments and costumes, workspace
and food was common. In Trigrad, for example, bricks to a value of €200 were given
for construction of the toilet facilities. In Oresh, the new group’s performances in
Svishtov, Polski Trambesh, Apriltsi, Tsarevets and Dragomirovo were possible thanks
to donations and sponsorship to cover the costs of transport and subsistence.
Similar experiences were reported by other projects: as local people became interested
in what the team were trying to achieve, and saw the voluntary commitment involved,
they became interested and willing to help. Most unexpectedly, projects raised additional cash through sponsorship and donations. At the start of the projects, matching
funds of about €12,500 was pledged in cash from local resources in the second phase;
by the end, they had succeeded in raising an additional €20,300 to run the projects, an
achievement that underlines the value placed by local communities on the work.
Byala Cherkva: reconstruction work

Voluntary work
The Living Heritage programme is intended to encourage voluntary input from project teams and participants, and it was very successful in this respect. Thousands of
people gave time freely to the projects, motivated by a sense of commitment to the
community. Families accommodated themselves to enable members to take on extra
responsibilities, and in several cases (such as Cherni Osam) employers released workers to take part in training courses or other work. People gave freely of their time to
recall past customs, to make costumes, to drive children to performances, to cook,
make, clean and a host of other activities.
Frequently, local people helped with the labour: in Trigrad, volunteers dug a trench to
get water to the site. At Cherni Vit, dozens of local teenagers worked during the hottest part of the day to erect 1,200 metres of picnic tables, benches and other facilities
for the clan gathering – and then to take everything away again afterwards. In several
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of the KvARTal projects, artists contributed time voluntarily, because they felt the
project was of value to the neighbourhood they lived in. The number of volunteers is
difficult to assess, but at least 3,200 people had been directly involved in the projects
up to the second half of 2004. The value of this voluntary time cannot be meaningfully calculated – in any case, its importance lies in being freely given to a shared enterprise – but its economic value is not less real for that.

“The most important thing is that no one is issuing orders and no
one wants anything in return.”
4.5

OTHER PROJECT OUTCOMES

4.5.1

Cultural development
Cultural development was not the primary objective of the programme, but it was
often the principal motivation for the people who took part, and for their support in
the wider community. As a result, all the projects have been successful in developing
local cultural activities and building a strong level of interest. In many places, teams
have been delighted by the level of interest, and people’s willingness to participate in
learning dances and music, in competitions and in festival events. There has been an
equally positive response from the wider community, with good audiences throughout, and shows in places like Byala Cherkva, Gurmen, Oresh and elsewhere, being
sold out or having to be repeated.
Oresh Dance Group

In Teteven, where the aim was to establish new regular events, which would bring
people together and lift the town’s spirits, the team are confident that they have begun
to establish a pattern of activity and to raise people’s expectations. At the first holiday,
about 30 people took part for an audience of about 300; by the second, there were 78
participants and 500 spectators, and the team estimated about 800 attended the third.

‘In the past people sat in the hall as audience, but now everybody
plays a part.’
In Byala Cherkva, where the project succeeded not only in restoring the building but
also in creating a first-class local history museum, the level of interest and people’s
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willingness to donate objects to the collection overwhelmed the team. Other notable
examples of new cultural resources include the local history archive placed in the
Ivanovo chitalishte library, the museum garden in Byala Cherkva and the recording of
traditional music and book of folk tales produced in the Gotse Delchev project. The
cultural legacy of these and other Living Heritage projects will have lasting value for
the community as well as for a potential tourist market.

4.5.2

Environmental concerns
Two of the projects have been particularly concerned with natural heritage or environmental concerns more generally. In Trigrad, the development of the local cave
system and facilities for tourists are part of a longer-term campaign to raise awareness
locally and further afield of the importance of the area’s natural heritage. The creation
of the Trigrad Foundation to continue this work as a result of the Living Heritage
project gives some grounds for optimism about the future of the area.
The Living Heritage project on Levski G used art and theatre to raise awareness of the
degraded environment on the estate. A special event was held over the course of a
weekend to clean up rubbish and plant 140 trees across the neighbourhood. Apart
from the obvious physical improvements that resulted, the project has been important
in engaging local people in debate about the local environment and wider issues such
as a nearby rubbish dump. Other Sofia projects, including Borisova Gradina and Suha
Reka have also sought to engage people in the future of their own spaces.

Levski G: tree planting

4.6

PROBLEMS AND NEGATIVE OUTCOMES

4.6.1

Problems
All the projects faced problems in achieving their goals, if only when their aspirations,
which were sometimes idealistic, were confronted with reality. Technical difficulties,
human obstruction, bureaucracy and limited resources, skills or confidence all played a
part, and overcoming such obstacles was an essential part of the process. However,
there is no discernible pattern to these problems implying a structural weakness in the
programme. There are always lessons to be learned, but these have not arisen from
underlying weaknesses in the programme itself.
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The KvARTal projects did faced greater obstacles than some of their rural counterparts because community ties were less strong. Several of the projects explicitly aimed
to address this situation through their own work, and they had to begin by contacting
people and trying to get them involved. Such difficulties are often inherent in urban
work, and should be seen part of the development process; in the event, the projects
were successful at engaging people. Some projects faced greater internal difficulties as
people and organisations unused to working together had to form effective partnerships very quickly. Additional team-building sessions were needed to help with this
process, and while most of the projects gradually developed strong co-operation, at
least one found it difficult to do so.
Serdika: School mural project

The KvARTal projects suffered from unrealistic expectations in terms of timescale.
Although the grants were approved at the beginning of December 2003, and the final
contracts were signed only in mid-January 2004, the completion date remained set for
15 April 2004. This would be ambitious even for an experienced community arts organisation; given that the Living Heritage support deliberately aimed to extend each
team’s capacity, it was always unrealistic to set such a tight deadline. Whilst it is clearly
undesirable to allow projects to drag on, they equally need room to breathe, and people need room to learn.
In rural Bulgaria, as in Macedonia, the winter weather sometimes proved to be an
obstacle. Work in Trigrad was delayed in this way, but summer, when visitors come
and agricultural demands are greater, presents its own problems.

4.6.2

Disappointments
The relatively recent introduction of computers to Bulgarian society has left a technological and social divide that should not be underestimated. In Cherni Osam, the project team and the young participants found that some of the older residents did not
really understand the project’s aim to create a digital archive and website. They saw
computerisation as a good thing because everyone told them it was; but they did not
think that it might concern them. Experience in Western Europe has shown that older
people can be very interested in the creative possibilities of digital technology, but
successful projects take time and experience to develop.15
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Once or twice, people’s attempts to involve outside professionals, such as artists, went
awry. Goodwill was expressed, and promises made, but no help was forthcoming.
This was the experience of the team in Gorsko Novo Selo, who had approached a
renowned actor to produce a script for their play. When they realised that nothing was
going to happen, and the day of the festival was approaching, they decided that they
had no choice but to do the work themselves. In the event, though they remained disappointed by the individual concerned, they were proud to discover what they could
do for themselves.

4.6.3

Negative impacts
Personal and community development is driven by change, and change is not always
easy. It can produce tensions at an individual and a social level, and the positive outcomes reported here should not be seen as the beginning and end of the story. The
fairly brief visits that it was possible to make to projects could not possibly explore all
the issues that may have arisen in the course of the project. It is inevitable that, on
such occasions, the focus is on the positive results and the achievements; it can be
difficult even to meet those who may have been disappointed or upset by the process
of developing the project. Experience can help alert the evaluator to these aspects,
and signs of significant problems. If it cannot be said that there were none of these, it
is fair to say that there was no evidence that any project had produced significant
negative outcomes.
On the other hand, things do not stay still. Even the positive achievements described
here have the capacity to turn sour of people are not able to sustain or build on them.
As ever, the question of how to support some of these communities in the longer
term will be a continuing challenge for WCIF, OSI and KBF itself.
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CONCLUSIONS

5.1

THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT

5.1.1

Community development through cultural resources
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The purpose of the Living Heritage programme is not cultural development, but
community development. The festivals, workshops, traditional dance groups, museums and publications produced by the Bulgarian projects are very impressive, and they
are highly valued by the communities concerned. But, given the problems faced by
those involved, they would be at best palliative, without the wider outcomes in terms
of individual and organisational development. As it is, the new skills, confidence, expectations, networks and ideas that people have gained through the process are the
foundations of community development. Crucially, they equip people to deal better
with their own problems.
It is striking that, in project after project, the experience of taking part in a Living
Heritage project has given people the confidence to accept a wider responsibility for
the local community and its development. They recognise the difficulties involved
(after all, they have had to overcome many of them in achieving their goals), but they
are clear that they have more skills, experience and credibility in tackling then they did
before they started. As the Cherni Osam team explained in assessing their project:
‘With the help of WCIF we saw the mechanisms, and for a little while we held in our hands the levers of our self-governance. This is the best lesson. What if there were shocks during the first attempt
for independent driving of the social machine – we will learn, and our next course to another idea will
be easier. The last month of the project is the most intense, and a new beginning emerges. The work
will go on after the end of this project. A new organization is established which will prolong the relay
race. New possibilities open in front of the village community.’
Similar views were expressed, in their own ways, by every team: the project teams in
Cherni Vit, Serdika, Levski G, Teteven, Oresh, Ivanovo and Gurmen, among others,
were strongly committed to continuing their work, and in most cases have already
begun thinking about their next steps.

5.1.2

The Living Heritage principles
The Living Heritage programme is underpinned by a simple, but far-reaching set of
ideas drawn from established community and cultural development practice. These
have been encapsulated in the form of ten basic principles that guide many aspects of
its implementation, including project identification, selection, training and implementation. They are:

•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating local benefit
Sustainable economic development
An incremental approach
Leadership and a clear vision
Openness and honesty

•
•
•
•
•

Accessible management
Supporting voluntary commitment
Flexibility and responsiveness
Making friends with the media
Dig where you stand

The actual experience of the Living Heritage programme in Bulgaria has largely conformed to these principles. Projects have acted in keeping with the spirit of these
ideas: indeed, it would be difficult to identify an example where any had operated in a
significantly different way. It appears that the values and approach of the Living Heritage programme have been thoroughly embedded into the practice of its local partners, and that suggests that they will be able to sustain this work in the short- to medium-term.
However, it is not clear how aware people are of this learning. In discussions with
project teams, the principles were rarely alluded to spontaneously, and it does not appear that they are used consciously as a tool. Most people were familiar with the ideas
when they were raised, and had clearly understood them both through the training
and through their own practical experience. The question arises whether it might be
worthwhile to use them as a framework to review projects after completion. In discussing the results of their work, project teams are generally very honest, unafraid to
talk about errors and problems they encountered, even though, naturally enough, they
tend to focus on their achievements. However, and equally understandably, they are
not always clear about why things happened as they did. A post-project training initiative could be very valuable in helping people to extract the lessons from their experience for future work: this is discussed in more detail later.

5.2

THE LIVING HERITAGE PROGRAMME DELIVERY

5.2.1

Project identification and development
In Bulgaria, following the precedent established in Macedonia, the Living Heritage
programme has been implemented not through a conventional open application process but by research and fieldwork to identify potential participant communities. This
approach was followed because the programme aims to reach groups who may not
have the skills or confidence to respond to a call for proposals. It has therefore offered people support in developing their ideas through training, mentoring and the
work of a team of community facilitators.
Over time, it has become easier for new groups to develop stronger proposals. In the
pilot phase, two of the projects initially suggested over-ambitious and ill-considered
ideas: Ivanovo in relation to its famous rock churches, and Dorkovo for development
of a Palaeolithic site. It was only as a result of discussion that their resources in oral
history and traditional music were identified as more appropriate. The lessons were
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quickly applied to subsequent projects, where identification of an interested community has led to a shared process to consider potential cultural resources that might become the basis of a project.
This has proved to be an effective and durable approach, leading to the development
of a good range of successful projects. It has also enabled a different kind of work to
emerge from the urban neighbourhood projects in Sofia. However, as the number of
completed projects grows, there is a risk that community groups new to the programme will seek to imitate these successful models, either in the belief that this will
help their application for funds, or simply because it is harder to keep an open mind
about possibilities when there are good examples to follow. The result would be to
limit imagination and encourage the development of inappropriate projects: the replication of the programme’s form rather than its substance.
This need not be a major problem if the programme managers and community facilitators are aware of the risk and alert to the unique needs and opportunities of each
community; adding ‘originality and innovation’ to the selection criteria would help.

5.2.2

Project support and training
According to the project teams, the level of project support has been generally good.
No concerns were expressed, either about the relationship with WCIF or with the
community facilitators. The challenges of managing the programme, including changing responsibilities within the staff team, have been managed effectively by WCIF.
The project teams took part in at least two residential training seminars, learning
about the programme itself and working on their idea. This training was generally
considered appropriate and useful; people appreciated its clearly practical nature and
relevance to their own needs. The success of the training was partly due to it being
undertaken for a very specific purpose, to which the project teams were strongly
committed. It was in this sense applied rather than theoretical training, a means to an
end. This did not prevent important theoretical principles about community development or the project planning cycle from being passed on. But it did help people to see
the immediate applicability of these ideas to their own situation. The learning from the
two main training seminars was an essential component of the projects’ successes,
without which they could not have succeeded.
There have also been valuable opportunities for people involved in individual projects
to meet their counterparts in the Living Heritage programme. An international meeting in the Gotse Delchev region in 2003 was a first opportunity to widen people’s horizons, but probably of greater importance for project networking was the very successful Week of Community Arts held in Sofia in May 2004. This enabled people
from rural and urban areas to meet and share their work and experience, and would
be a good platform on which to build further network activity.
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Finally, a word should be said about the training programme for community facilitators. Bulgaria is the only country to have invested in such a significant training programme for freelance community facilitators within the framework of the Living Heritage programme, and its long-term results remain to be seen. However, even now it is
clear that the support of the community facilitators has been critical both to the project identification process and subsequently to the development of the various initiatives. In a relatively large country, at least by comparison with Macedonia, distances
are important. It is debateable whether such widely dispersed projects could have been
successfully managed without a good team of freelance consultants.
How much support projects require inevitably varies. The KvARTal projects had a
very intensive programme of weekly visits, in addition to training events, but this was
partly necessitated by the short timescale within which they were carried out. The rural projects had far less direct assistance, but do not seem to have suffered as a result.
The lesson here may be that projects do have a natural cycle, and that a year for delivery (often extended before and after by planning activities) is a good benchmark. The
longer, slower experiences of the rural projects may, in the end, have produced deeper
learning and so more lasting change than the sometimes intense but brief engagement
of the Sofia projects. In future, it would be desirable to ensure that projects have time
to grow, without, of course, allowing them to drift.

5.3

THE FUTURE OF LIVING HERITAGE IN BULGARIA

5.3.1

Introduction
As the total number of Living Heritage projects approaches 100 in four countries, the
failures remain remarkably few: a couple of projects that have not achieved their goals,
because of weaknesses in the original conception, and a handful of others which have
delivered, but without having the community impact that was hoped for. Most of the
rest – over 90% of the total – have not simply succeeded; they have consistently surpassed the expectations of those who proposed and undertook them.
The King Baudouin Foundation will not be extending the programme beyond the
planned three years, but focusing its work in South East Europe on wider issues of
human rights, migration and trafficking. However, the experience of the past three
years has shown how effective is the Living Heritage idea, and the KBF support has
established a strong foundation on which to build. It was always the case that this kind
of community cultural development would fall more naturally to local forms of support, and especially to national governments (through ministries responsible for culture, rural affairs and civil society) and to municipalities. There will remain an important role for national and international foundations, but this can only respond to a
commitment from the relevant authorities in each country.
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This final section of the report therefore considers some of the ways in which the success of the Living Heritage programme to date can be sustained and developed in
Bulgaria. The discussion is necessarily confined to general terms, since there are questions of principle to be answered first, and specialists with a much better knowledge
of the Bulgarian situation should develop the detail.

5.3.2

Helping existing projects to build on their achievements
The success of the Living Heritage projects in Bulgaria presents its own challenges,
since it naturally creates expectation and the hope of future progress. In some cases, it
is hard to see how good initiatives can be sustained, but the involvement of the chitalishte, as well as the frequent support of the local authority, provides a structure capable
of supporting further work. There are therefore good grounds for confidence about
future developments.
However, there is a need to help the projects move forward to a more independent
way of working: the euphoria that attends on achievement can lead people into a false
sense of security about where they stand. One way to help projects over this gap
would be to plan a post-project residential workshop, along the lines of those already
developed for early stage training. The purpose would be to give teams an opportunity
to reflect on their experiences in a supportive environment, and begin to draw up the
main lessons that they have learnt. The workshop could include presentations from
the various projects, discussion, problem solving exercises and work on where people
want to take things next. It would revisit some of the basic principles, and some of the
community development training from the earlier workshops.
At the same time, it would be wise to try to set up a fund to support follow up work.
The intention would not be to pay for project activities directly, but to provide some
resources for technical assistance from community facilities, particularly on such aspects as local fundraising, developing organisational capacity and so on. Ideally, it
would be possible to allocate projects a fixed budget (say €500 or €1,000) to be drawn
down over the course of a year, for a specified range of support. At the same time,
projects should be encouraged to continue to see themselves as part of a national
network, and efforts should be taken to support mutual assistance and co-operation.
Again, a relative small fund could have a substantial impact on this.
Taken together, these developments could have a substantial impact on people’s capacity to continue the course they have begun with a Living Heritage project.
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Nedkova, Milka Toneva, Jordan Dimitrov, Dora Petkova, Radka Ilieva, Dilyana Dimitrova,
Jordanka Malcheva, Stefka Ilieva, Tatyana Dimova, Vacka Stoilova, Velichka Kaneva, Violeta
Dimitrova, Radka Daneva. Lagera: Rossica Yordanova, Vili Kavaldjiev, Dimatar Iliev, Zoya
Taleva, Nelly Stavreva, Lili Yordanova, Nevena Serafimova, Zinaida Ilieva, Maria Petrova, Iliya
Kovachev, Denaiela Sekalarieva, Petur Bonev, Kosta Kostadinov, Nikola Shamanov, Violeta
Rangelova, Viktoria Mihaylova, Vanya Bayraktarova. Levski G: Boris Samarinov, Emil Kolarov, Ginka Jordanova, Raimonda Kostova, Donald, Nikolai, Ventsi Lozenets: Danielina
Antonova, Meglena Angelova–Kostova. Oresh: Petar Petrov, Emilia Chenkova, Milena Ilieva,
Jordanka Mendeva, Jordan Ironov, Vladimir Petrov, Silvia Ilieva, Maria Hristova, Ivanka
Ivanova, Nikolina Mnacheva, Anka Tomakova, Yuliyana Bernardova, Mariz Yozova, Irina
Jozova Serdika: Daniela Spiridonova, Mihail Ivanov, Maria Bruchkova, Aleksandra
Bruchkova, Vasilka Atanassova, Grozdanka Andonova, Dancha Ivanova, Stoyan Ivanov,
Genka Mihaylova, Ani Petrova, Petya Boyadjieva, Vera Delcheva, Baryana Burova, Snezhana
Yordanova, Zoritsa Gyaurova, Angel Fyaurov, Stefka Koleva, Anna Stoimenova, Snejana
Tsinzova, Diana Stankulova, Krassimir Spiridonov, Dimitar Stankulov, Rositsa Spiridonova,
Maria Micheva, Lubomir Stoichev, Emilia Bebina. Teteven: Boris Dochev, Patya Marinova,
Lyuba Docheva, Totka Deliiska, Mariana Petkova, Ivanka Baneva.
I am very grateful to Yuriy Volkovsky, Iliyana Nikolova and their colleagues of the Workshop
for Civic Initiatives, and to Tsvetana Georgieva for her peerless interpretation. Finally, thanks
to Fabrice de Kerchove and the King Baudouin Foundation, and my erstwhile colleague on
the regional team, Vera Dakova. My apologies, and thanks also, to others who have contributed but whose names have been accidentally omitted from the record.
Photographs on pages 8 (Dorkovo), 9, 14, 26 (Levski G), 27, 28, 29 and 37 are by members of
the project teams; other photographs are by François Matarasso.
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Notes
1

www.kbs-frb.be

2

www.living-heritage.org

3

www.osf.bg

4

www.wcif-bg.org/en/index.html

5

Since 2001, WCIF have delivered the Living Heritage with the involvement of different members of
staff, including Violetta Nenova and Dobrinka Valkova, under the overall management of the Executive Director, Iliyana Nikolova.

6

The members of the LH Advisory Group in 2004 were: Tsveta Andreeva (Bulgarian Ministry of Culture, International department); Monika Hristova (CSDP, YouthEXchange Programme, Allavida);
Nikolai Ilchev (Open Society Foundation); Tsvetelina Jossifova (Red House Centre for Culture and
Debate); Lubomira Kolcheva (Environmental Partnership Bulgaria); Daniela Koleva (Department
Theory and History of Culture, Faculty of Philosophy, Sofia University); Steli Peteva (UNDP Chitalishta Programme); and Albena Puneva (Film Director).

7

www.cil-bg.org; www.women-bg.org; www.cega.bg.

8

www.wcif-bg.org/creativity/

9

Projects in Cherni Osam, Gorsko Novo Selo and Vetovo were not visited during the June 2004
evaluation trip due to time restrictions.

10

In fact eight local community groups, (mostly chitalishte) were identified and invited to apply; one
failed to meet the deadline, and another had to pull out because of staff problems.

11

The Suha Reka project was the only one of the Sofia projects that was not seen during the evaluation
visit.

12

Precise figures are difficult to compute since OSI funding was made available in dollars, and KBF
funding in euros; conversions are based on the interbank rate on the 1 January 2002, 2003 and 2004.

13

See www.chitalishte.bg/

14

World Bank (1998) The Initiative on Defining, Monitoring and Measuring Social Capital, Overview and Program
Description, Washington.

15

See www.tea-toast-technology.com

